
ISO594 equipment dimensions and packing

Dimensions: Shown in centimetres. Dimensions are estimates based on the packed dimensions.
Example: If any parts protrude during use, or parts are removed for shipping, they are not accounted for in the packed dimensions.

Weights: Shown in kilograms. Actual weight of a shipment may vary from the stated weights on the following pages.
Volumetric weights shown are C = courier method (L*W*H/5000) and A = air cargo method (L*W*H /6000). These calculate the
volumetric weight of the estimated packed dimensions. When Enersol packs into sturdy cardboard boxes the dimensional change is
negligible. The chargeable weight is usually the heavier of volumetric or gross weight.

Tester dimensions: The outside dimensions of the items and these figures exclude packing material.

Packed dimensions: These dimensions take into account that ENERSOL typically packs with 2.5cm or 5cm packing foam (depending on the item). In some
cases, boxes cannot be sourced exactly to the described sizes. The box will be as close as possible to the dimensions stated.

Multiple items: When a shipment includes multiple large items, like Equipment, the goods are likely to be shipped in a fumigated wooden case
typically made of treated plywood and timber. A wooden case will add about 5cm to each dimension (width, length and height). The
case will also have 9cm forklift bearers at the base. The decision to use a wooden crate will be based on the items in the order. It is
also possible to ship separate sturdy cardboard boxes. Enersol aims to pack the smallest and safest physical shipment size possible.
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S No. Tester dimensions Packed dimensions Net weight Packed weight Volumetric weight
L W H L W H Net Packed C A

S15 34 34 36 39 39 41 12 14 12.47 10.39

S16 34 30 34 39 35 39 14 10 11 10.65 8.87

S17* 53 34 33 58 39 38 15 10 11 17.19 14.33

S18** 52 34 30 55 39 35 15 14 16 15.02 12.51

S19 20 17 30 22.5 19.5 32.5 3 1 2 2.85 2.38

* = this item comes with a vacuum pump, thus the dimensions shown are the packing dimensions of the device and pump side by side
** = this item is packed laying down, thus the dimensions shown are the packing dimensions (actual upright dimensions are LWH – 34x34x52)
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